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1. Abstract 

This is Part 2 of a 5-part working paper which examines how science and technology enabled 

innovation is commercialised. 

In Part 1, we look at the challenge of reconciling data from 7 distinct disciplines which address 

sub-sets of this challenge: detailed review of the extant literature led to the design of a 

Retroductive research strategy which enabled a quantitative examination of the ‘best’ units of 

analysis followed by the measurement and analysis of 170+ variables. 

Here, in Part 2, we apply the retroductive research methodology to understand how 

companies grow. The empirical data on cumulative customer growth confirms that innovation-

enabled growth can be described by the diffusion equation, consistent with previous research 

literature. However, our research shows that previous work over-estimates growth at the 

earlier stages, and there is no reliable evidence to support the 5 customer types defined in this 

literature.  Instead, our research confirms that the early stages of growth are slower and more 

difficult and characterized by only 3 customer types: proto-customers, charter customers, and 

mainstream customers. We use this data to propose a new Triple Chasm Model for growth. We 

then use this model to define a more precise way of measuring maturity based on 

Commercialisation Readiness Level (CRL). We compare this new measure with the more 

commonly used Technology Readiness Level (TRL) to show how CRL provides a better 

assessment of growth than the several different versions of TRL based on the NASA approach 

initially developed for space missions. 

In Part 3, we explore how 12 meso-economic Vectors (or ‘levers’ governing growth) can be 

used to describe the key components of growth. 

In Part 4, we combine the maturity mapping based on CRL with the meso-economic Vectors in 

order to describe the Commercialism Journey. 

In Part 5, we ‘animate’ the meso-economic Vector model to understand and model how 

‘ideological orientation’ can shape the relative importance and impact of the different vectors, 

in particular how we can use it to tackle the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. 

2. Introduction 

The fundamental goal of Part 2 of our first research programme working paper is to understand 

how we can reliably and consistently define growth. More precisely this can be translated into 

the following research questions: 

• How can we define idea, product, and company maturity explicitly? 

• What is the best metric for defining growth? 

• Can we generalise the data to create a simplified growth model? 

• Can we find a more effective way to describe maturity than the different flavours of 

Technology Readiness Level? 

• Can we define a resilient measure for maturity mapping? 

• What are the implications of our data-driven insights? 
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3. Previous Approaches & Limitations 

Many different ways of defining growth have been reported over the last few decades, mainly 

driven by the ‘explanatory motivation’ of researchers, so that we have approaches based on 

the viewpoints of investors, shareholders, technologists, and customers. Assessing and 

comparing these approaches is complicated by two key factors: the different units of analysis 

adopted including ideas, products, and companies; and the associated metrics including 

customer numbers, valuations, funding raised, headcount and ‘technology readiness’1. 

The most reliable approaches to measuring growth are based on the work of Rogers2, who 

postulated a model for customer growth based on the diffusion of innovation. This seminal 

work led to the definition of the ‘S’ curve which forms much of the conventional wisdom on 

company growth, especially in the technology industry. This work has been developed over the 

subsequent decades, beginning with Bass3, and followed up by many researchers. Mahajan et 

al4 provide a comprehensive review of this research literature inspired by Rogers. 

Moore5 was the first to suggest that this model of continuous growth needed revision to 

incorporate the idea of a discontinuity or chasm where product owners needed to think more 

urgently about channels to market. Although Moore’s work was based on qualitative insights, 

the concept of chasms or saddles has been explored by various researchers6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 who 

have looked at how this might be applied to some types of technology products. While the 

insights generated have been interesting, there is still no coherent empirical approach to 

explaining growth, which partly inspired the research approach described here. 

The other relevant strand of research literature is that concerned with technology 

management, based initially on a limited number of qualitative case-studies14 but given 

renewed impetus by the approach to technology readiness developed by NASA15. This 

approach was first developed for space missions in the 1970’s, formalised in 1989, and adopted 

by the US Department of Defence in 2000. The use of TRL really came to prominence in 2014 

after the European Union recommended it’s use in the EU Horizon 2020 Programme, focused 

on commercialising science and technology-enabled innovation. Wang et al16 tried to 

generalise the approach by introducing the idea of xRL, where x could mean not just 

technology but also manufacturing, customer, business, intellectual property, team, funding, 

innovation, and business case! The ‘concurrent’ maturation of these different variables clearly 

reduced the value of this way of looking at ‘readiness’, a point made convincingly by Heder17 

and Blut et al18 who questioned the limitations of TRL as a measure of the overall maturity of 

any proposition, as distinct from the various drivers which can govern the journey. Despite 

these reservations about how TRL and these ‘derivatives’ can be used, others have continued 

to develop the approach further19, including talking about vague concepts such as business 

case readiness level, market readiness, regulatory readiness and ‘overall balanced readiness’.    

In spite of these reservations, the TRL approach has been adapted and aggressively applied by 

many intervention agencies globally as a measure of maturity. The problem with this approach 

is that it is usually applied at early stages of growth, it uses a different unit of analysis from 

customer-centric approaches, and continues to be interpreted in several different ways, so TRL 

does not provide a consistent measure of growth.  

Our approach to maturity clearly needs a more robust framework supported by empirical 

evidence, not generalised assertions. 
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4. Methodology 

Our approach to understanding maturity is based on the data and insights from our 

retroductive research programme described in Part 1 of this paper. 

The detailed relevant steps in this approach, consistent with the overall numbering discussed in 

Part 1, are shown in Figure 1 and are summarised below: 

Step 3: Identify the best growth predictor variables 

The initial research based on a sample size of 300 companies looked at 4 different metrics: 

cumulative customer growth, company headcount, company valuation, and the ‘quantum’ of 

different rounds of investment. Using a qualitative questionnaire, focus groups, interviews and 

time-series of ‘longitudinal’ data led to the retroductive insight that cumulative customer 

numbers provide the most reliable growth metric. 

Step 4a: Define Market Spaces (cf Industry sectors) 

The data sample used in Step 3 was then extended to look at 3000 ‘new’ companies using time 

series data for customer growth. This analysis was based on looking at the growth in customers 

for each product produced by the companies. This focus on the product as the primary unit of 

analysis underpinned the whole retroductive research programme. The preliminary results 

from this study suggested that there might be systematic differences in growth behaviour 

across different industry sectors: this led to the decision to define more precisely ‘industry 

verticals’ based on the concept of a market space, where similar companies could be grouped 

together. In this step we segmented our 3000 companies into 12 distinct market spaces, which 

we discuss further in Section 4 below. 

Step 4b: Acquire customer growth data for products from a single market space but with 

different customer types 

Based on this segmentation, we selected one of the market spaces, covering media and 

entertainment, as the basis for understanding customer growth for products aimed at different 

types of customers. This enabled us to build time series data for growth, starting from concept 

definition (which we defined as t=0) all the way to maximum number of customers (which we 

defined as t=tmax). We could then use this to explore growth trajectories for different types of 

products aimed at different customer types - which also led to a new customer typology, which 

is discussed later in Section 5. 

Step 4c: Estimate time to reach maximum customers, tmax, for each product in chosen market 

space 

In this step we developed a simple technique for estimating the time it would take for a 

product to reach the maximum number of customers. This was done using an ‘expert panel’ 

consisting of 10 members with experience of innovation-driven growth in that particular 

market space. tmax was simply computed as the arithmetical average of the different estimated 

values provided by the members of the panel. The estimate of tmax was then sense-checked 

against general perceptions of how long it takes for a product to reach maturity in any market 

space. 
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Figure 1. Detailed Retroductive Research Methodology underpinning the development of the 

Triple Chasm Model 

Step 4d: Understand differences between Customers & Users 

We needed an equivalent approach to estimate the maximum cumulative number of 

customers, Cmax, for any particular product: to do this we first needed to clarify the difference 

between customers and users, which we discuss further in Section 5 below. This also 

emphasized the importance of focusing on the number of customers, not users, when trying to 

understand growth. 
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Step 4e: Define approach to estimating maximum number of customers, Cmax, for any 

product 

Having clarified the approach to defining customers, we developed a simple iterative approach 

to estimating the maximum number of cumulative customers for any product, Cmax, based on 

using a 10-member panel, as for tmax estimation. This was corroborated by visual examination 

of the growth trajectory and historical industry data. 

Step 4f: Define scale-invariant customer growth for the chosen market space 

The estimates of tmax and Cmax for any product enabled us to ‘normalise’ data for different 

products aimed at different customers, all in the same market space. This approach allowed us 

to define a single scale-invariant growth curve for all products in the same market space. 

Step 4g: Define scale-invariant customer growth for each of the 15 market spaces 

We then repeated this exercise for products from other market spaces, creating scale-invariant 

growth curves for each of the 15 different market spaces. The major retroductive insight from 

this research was strong evidence that all the data sets showed explicit ‘triple chasm 

behaviour’, where the growth curve illustrated 3 chasms or discontinuities where growth 

stalled. 

Step 4h: Estimate average tmax for different market spaces 

One of the useful checks and insights into this approach was gained by taking the values of tmax 

for each market space and comparing these average values for tmax for each of the 15 market 

spaces. This enabled us to cross-check these timescales against general perceptions of how 

long it takes to reach full maturity in the different market spaces. 

Step 4i: ‘Stitch’ together data from all 15 market spaces to create a single unified growth 

curve 

This key step focussed on ‘stitching’ together data from the different normalised data sets, 

which covered different steps of the commercialisation journey into a single curve. The 

powerful retroductive insight here was that data from different companies at different points 

in their journeys could be combined into a single ‘universal’ curve (critical because our data 

was collected from companies at different parts of their commercialisation journeys). 

Step 5a: Explore different curve-fitting techniques to model integrated data 

Once we had created a single unified data set for multiple products across multiple market 

spaces, based on normalised data, we needed to find the best approach to modelling this 

growth behaviour.  

We experimented with different curve-fitting techniques, including linear and non-linear 

models but eventually realised that we needed to model the different segments of growth, 

which were separated by the chasms (where growth stalls completely), separately to get the 

‘best’ fit based on estimation of both the mean separation, S, and the correlation coefficient 

R2. It soon became clear that the most consistent (and reliable) approach to modelling the 

growth behaviour depended on the application of the diffusion equation, as originally 

postulated by Rogers. 
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Step 5b: Build unified growth model for Cumulative Customer growth vs Time based on the 

diffusion equation 

This final step in the development of the Triple Chasm Model was based on the retroductive 

insight that the single growth curve could be modelled using the diffusion equation applied in 

different sections using different values for the growth parameters vi and ve for different parts 

of the growth curve. The segments were then connected by ‘saddles’ where cumulative growth 

was zero. 

Step 6a: Define Commercialisation Readiness Level based on customer insights 

Detailed understanding of customer growth behaviour, coupled with changes in product 

characteristics at the chasms suggested a new way of looking at product maturity, by defining 

Commercialisation Readiness Levels at different points in the growth curve. 

Step 6b: Compare CRL vs TRL 

In this step we compared this new way of defining product maturity versus the approach based 

on technology readiness based on the approach first developed by NASA. Comparing CRL vs 

TRL provided a more robust approach to understanding commercialisation. 

5. Creating the Triple Chasm Model 

The first key insight to emerge from the data on cumulative customer growth was how growth 

‘stalled’ at three points on the commercialisation journey, as illustrated in Figure 2 below. This 

kind of growth profile was visible in all the products studied across the 3000 companies in the 

research data set.  

 

 

Figure 2. Cumulative Growth Profile-single Product 
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This evidence was important for several different reasons: 

• There was no evidence of the 5 different customer types previously postulated by Rogers2 

• Chasm I was consistent with turning a concept into a prototype 

• Chasm III appeared to be consistent with the Chasm first identified by Moore5 

• Chasm II was new and eventually turned out to be the key to successful commercialisation 

• The periods of growth between the Chasms appeared to follow typical diffusion-type 

growth behaviour. 

The growth patterns for different products aimed at different types of customers, all in the 

same market space, suggested similar patterns of behaviour, which could be synthesized into a 

single curve, using appropriate normalisation. Figure 3 below shows growth curves for different 

products, aimed at different customers, all in the media & entertainment market space. 

 

 

Figure 3. Cumulative growth patterns for products aimed at different customers in the media 

and entertainment market space 

This illustrates how the growth curves for products aimed at a very large number of consumers 

are similar in structure to products aimed at a small number of business customers, all in the 

same market space. This self-similar behaviour suggested that the data could potentially be 

turned into a single growth curve, which describes growth for all companies in the media 

entertainment space. 

As described in Section 4 above, the cumulative customer data was normalised, using the 

maximum number of cumulative customers into the ratio C/Cmax. The time axis was treated in a 

similar way, using the ratio t/tmax. Plotting C/Cmax vs t/tmax produced a single growth curve which 

described product growth in the media and entertainment market space. This is shown in 

Figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4. Single Normalised Growth curve for Media and Entertainment Market Space 

Extending this approach to other market spaces required three key aspects to be addressed 

• More precise definition of the other market spaces, based on analysis of the relevant 

market-space-centric value-chains (which we discuss further in Part 3 of this paper) 

• Estimation of typical values of tmax, the time to reach maximum customer numbers, for 

each product 

• Estimation of the maximum cumulative customer numbers, for any product in that market 

space, Cmax 

 

 

Figure 5. Variation in t-max across different market spaces 

Using the time-series data, combined with guidance from the expert panels allowed us to 

create typical value of tmax and explore how the average values of tmax varied with market 

space. Figure 5 above shows how average value of tmax varies across the 15 different market 
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spaces. This is consistent with the anecdotal evidence of how it takes longer to create 

commercial impact, for example, in biopharma versus media & entertainment. The estimation 

of Cmax for each product, based on the expert panel, also relied on corroborative data showing 

how the typical range for customer numbers and the associated User-Customer ratios, Nucr, 

varied with customer typology. Figure 6 below illustrates the typical range of values 

encountered across all the market spaces; this permitted more accurate estimates of Cmax to be 

made, to support the data normalisation approach. 

 

 

Figure 6. Typical Values of Cmax vs Nucr for all market spaces 

Using the approach to normalisation described above, the customer growth analysis was 

extended to create single cumulative growth curves for each of the 15 market spaces 

summarised in Figure 5 above. 

These ‘single’ curves for (some of) these market spaces are shown below. Figure 7a compares 

aggregate normalised growth for three different market spaces: 

• Software, Systems & related Tools 

• Electronics & Computing Hardware 

• Telecommunications 

All these charts mimic the behaviour for media and entertainment products shown in Figure 4 

above. 
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Figure 7a. C/Cmax vs t/tmax variation for several different market spaces 

Figure 7b below shows equivalent behaviour for 3 other market spaces, all in engineering 

products and companies: 

• Aerospace Engineering 

• Automotive Engineering 

• Oil & Gas Engineering 

Once again, these plots mimic the behaviours shown in Figure 7a. 

 

Figure 7b. C/Cmax vs t/tmax variation for several different market spaces 

Figure 7c below shows the growth behaviour for three life science market spaces: 

• Healthcare 

• Biopharma 

• Agri-food 
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Figure 7c. C/Cmax vs t/tmax variation for several different market spaces 

The results show similar behaviour for all these market spaces, consistent with the other 

market spaces discussed above; this is particularly noteworthy given the higher inherent 

complexity in these life science market spaces. 

And finally, Figure 7d below confirms that this behaviour is mimicked in three other market 

spaces, which have less complex market-space centric value chains: 

• Financial Service 

• Energy & Lighting 

• Education and Learning 

 

Figure 7d. C/Cmax vs t/tmax variation for several different market spaces 
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This self-similar behaviour exhibited for customer growth across all the different market spaces 

suggested that all the results could be combined into a single ‘universal’ that could be used to 

model growth across the entire data set created during this retroductive research programme.  

 

 

Figure 8. Cumulative Customer Growth – ‘stitched’ into single normalised growth curve for all 

15 market spaces 

The striking illustration in Figure 8 above confirms the power of this synthesis. 

Several different curve-fitting approaches were applied to this data set to see if a theoretical 

description for this growth curve could be created. This included the use of Monte Carlo 

simulation techniques - but eventually it became clear that using the diffusion equation 

provided the most promising approach to modelling this growth, following in the footsteps of 

Rogers’ work from the early 1960s. 

If c(t) is the probability of customer adoption at time t and C(t) is the cumulative customer 

distribution then this proposition can be written as: 

C(t)/{{1-C(t)} = ve + viC(t) 

Where: 

ve effectively represents the ‘external’ influences on the growth trajectory 

vi   effectively represents the ‘internal’ influences on the growth trajectory 

Experimenting with different curve-fitting techniques based on optimising the separation, S, 

and the correlation coefficient, R2, eventually led to the realisation that this growth could be 

best modelled by using three different curves governed by the diffusion equation, where each 

section of the curve exhibited different values of the diffusion coefficients, ve and vi. And these 

three different sections of the growth curve were joined by the 3 chasms, where the values of 

these diffusion coefficients changed.  

Figure 9 below summarises how the values of these growth parameters changed. 
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Figure 9. Variation in diffusion parameters across the three Chasms 

We also observed a systematic change in the duration of these chasms, as shown in Figure 10 

below 

 

 

Figure 10. Variation in duration of the three Chasms 

Figure 11 below summarises these results in schematic form, with the log-linear plot deployed 

to ‘amplify’ the behaviour at the early stages of growth. As discussed in Section 3 above, the 

conventional view on cumulative customer growth is based on the work of Rogers and others 

who followed ‘in his footsteps'.   

However, the Triple Chasm Model shows this conventional view to be wrong in several ways, as 

illustrated in Figure 12 below. 

 

 

Figure 11. The Triple Chasm Model 

6. The Triple Chasm Model vs the Conventional View based on Rogers 
et al 

These differences can be summarised as follows: 

• The simple Roger’s model (which assumed a constant rate of innovation) which results in 

the familiar ‘S’ curve quoted by many researchers, presents a picture of growth which is 

too optimistic and also wrong in some key respects. 

• The Triple Chasm Model highlights that this growth curve actually consists of periods of 

diffusion-driven growth interrupted by ‘chasms’ where growth stalls; and the shape of the 

Segment t/tmax (start-point) t/tmax (end-point) v e v i

Pre-Chasm I 0 0.09 0.00001 0.009

Transition from Chasm I to II 0.1 0.26 0.0003 0.009

Transition from Chasm II to III 0.34 0.46 0.0025 0.08

From Chasm III to max customers 0.5 1 0.005 0.08

Segment t/tmax (start-point) t/tmax (end-point) Duration % of total journey time

Chasm I Crossing 0.09 0.1 0.010 1.000%

Chasm II Crossing 0.26 0.34 0.080 8.000%

Chasm III Crossing 0.46 0.5 0.040 4.000%
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diffusion curves changes across these chasms, as evidenced by the changes in the diffusion 

parameters ve and vi, as cumulative growth progresses. 

• Linked to this is the discovery that Rogers’ 5 customer types (innovators, early adopters, 

early majority, late majority, laggards) don’t really exist, but are artefacts arising from 

considering the first and second ‘standard deviations’ associated with a standard ‘bell’ 

function. 

 

 

Figure 12. The Triple Chasm Model vs Rogers et al 

• Instead, the empirical data behind the Triple Chasm Model shows 3 different types of 

customers, consistent with the 3 Chasms, which can be defined as follows: 

o Chasm I: Proto customers who support the transition from concept to prototype 

o Chasm II: Charter customers underpin the development of a functional product 

with stable business model 

o Chasm III: Mainstream customers drive the significant growth in product volumes 

once Chasm II has been crossed. 

• The Triple Chasm Model underpinned by empirical data confirms that the early stages of 

growth are much slower and ‘more difficult’ than perceived previously. 

7. Defining Commercialisation Readiness Level 

The detailed insights provided by the Triple Chasm Model enable a more explicit definition of 

maturity for any product, based on the position of any product relative to the three Chasms. 

Using an approach similar to the motivation behind the NASA approach to TRL, we can define a 

new Commercialisation Readiness Level, which provides a more robust approach to maturity 

mapping than technology readiness: in particular this approach provides an integrated view of 

the actual readiness for commercialisation.  

Figure 13 below shows the different levels in this new CRL scale.  
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In particular, it shows the importance of three transitions: 

• from CRL value of 3 to 4 at Chasm I, which corresponds to the creation of the first 

prototype 

• from CRL value of 6 to 7 at Chasm II, which corresponds to the creation of the first 

commercially viable product 

• from CRL value of 9 to 10 at Chasm III, which corresponds to the clarity regarding channels 

to market 

 

 

Figure 13. Defining Commercialisation Readiness Level 

Given the frequent use of TRL by many researchers and innovation agencies as a proxy for 

product maturity, it is instructive to compare CRL vs TRL, which is what Figure 14 below shows. 

This comparison graphically illustrates that the highest levels of TRL, around 8 or 9 occur before 

Chasm II is tackled, confirming that TRL values are a poor indicator of commercialization status 

and potential. 

 

CRL* Commercialisation Readiness Level Definition

0
You are doing research on fundamental science and technology building blocks that could have a future 

application.

1
You have started the process of thinking about how your science and technology could lead to a future 

product or service.

2 You have identified a specific opportunity space where you could create a new product or service.

3 You have created a product or service concept for the identified opportunity space.

4 You have successfully tested your completed prototype or demonstrator with proto-customers .

5
You turned the prototype into a functioning product or service which reflects the feedback from proto-

customers  and it is generating initial revenues with charter customers .

6
You have  a product or service ready for deployment with charter customers  with clarity on functionality, 

packaging, and pricing, and you are exploring different business models  and channels to market .

7
You have demonstrated acceptance of your product or service with charter customers  and you have 

developed a sustainable business model  with ideas for potential channels to market .

8
You have figured out how you are going to move from charter customers  to mainstream customers , and 

you have defined your channels to market to support your sustainable business model .

9
You are ready for full scale deployment with mainstream customers  with the functionality, packaging, 

pricing, business model  and channels to market  pinned down.

10
You are in full scale deployment with mainstream customers  based on a sustainable business model  and 

clear distribution strategy .

CHASM I

CHASM II

CHASM III

* Commercialisation Readiness Level ( CRL ) adapted from NASA Technology Readiness Level ( TRL ) approach
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Figure 14. Comparing CRL vs TRL 

In making all these comparisons it is worth noting that values of CRL (and TRL) typically refer to 

a single product, not the company. Where companies are working on multiple products, then it 

is necessary to ‘aggregate’ the product level views for each product to build a multi-product 

company level view. 

8. Conclusions 

In Part 2 of the 5-part paper which re-assesses how science and technology enabled innovation 

is actually commercialised, we describe a new approach to defining product maturity based the 

Triple Chasm Model for growth. This more precise definition of maturity provides the basis for 

different intervention strategies discussed later in Part 4 of this multi-part paper. 
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